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FOREWORD : 

ANY MISTAKE IN YOUR DATE OR TIME OF BIRTH WOULD AUTOMATICALLY BRING ABOUT 

MISTAKES IN YOUR CHART ANALYSIS. 

VCHECK THE TIME IN THE FAMILY RECORD BOOK OR AS FOR A BIRTH CERTIFICATE 

MENTIONNING IT. 
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GGeenneerraall  IInnttrroodduuccttiioonn  
 

 

We have carefully worked out a different method of studying 
relationships between people. In order to achieve that purpose, it has been 
necessary to combine a new astrological technique, a deeply humanistic 
psychology and the power of computer technology.  

 
When two people meet, they each come with their own characteristics. 
 
In the first part of this study, we have drawn the portraits of both 

persons involved by taking into account the "masculine" planets (Sun and 
Mars) in the woman's chart, and the "feminine" planets (Moon and 
Venus) in the man's chart. 

 
What we invite you to discover in the second part of this study is 

precisely the chart of that relationship. We have calculated it just between 
the two births, both in time and in space.  

This study has another purpose beside the psychological or material 
information it provides in all fields (love life, finances, ...): to help you 
understand more clearly the subtle mechanisms of your relationship, and 
offer you some simple and preventive advice. 

 
We now invite you to start reading your chart interpretation and hope 
that your inquiry is being fully answered. 
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FFiirrsstt  PPaarrtt  
 

Through the analysis of both your charts, we will cover the romantic ideal  
of each of you, your desires, the type of relationship that you can ideally 

expect.  
The first step will be to verify that you correspond to the established 

portrait. 
 

 
 

 LAUREN  

 

You are reserved by nature and submit feelings to the control of logic. In romance, you 

are said to be reasonable, modest and shy: in fact, you protect yourself from the 

violence of feelings. The unknown scares you. So you prefer stability, seriousness and 

naturalness. You will particularly appreciate tactful attitudes, delicate attentions, and 

tender interaction. You are hungry for emotional security. You are looking for a safe 

and strong companion who would fascinate you by his intellectual talents. Your ideal 

partner must help you discover a larger vision of things and thus expand the sometimes 

narrow world of your conceptions. 

You are rather curious by nature and in love with variety in encounters and other 

centres of interest. You would find it hard to settle for a monotonous, stay-at-home and 

intellectually "flat" partner. Your type of man has humour, a fairly flexible nature, but 

he might be somewhat shallow. Places particularly favourable to meeting him are: 

places of exchange or intellectual entertainement (conferences, cultural seminars, ...), 

study (schools, colleges, ...) or public transportation (train stations, airports, ...). 

You are bubbly as ever and freely share your energy and hunger for life. You will never 

lack people around you, especially men. In romance, you seem willing to take certain 

risks in order to live strange, unconventional experiences. These would satisfy your 

psychological curiosity and your need to challenge established usages and rules. You 

will know numerous loving friendships. Some of those will modify your behaviours 

and help you grow. With this type of energy, it is important that you learn how to 

perceive and experience the "here and now" freely. Do not try to freeze or pin down the 

established relationship. 

You are very attractive and have a kind of magnetic power over people. Your desires 

are powerful, yet you know how to control them. Your psychological strength is 

remarkable, you instinctively know who is a possible partner: both your attractions and 

repulsions are very strong. In romance, you find obstacles stimulating. You generally 

use radical means to get what you want. A whole-hearted partner, with a 

discriminating mind and enough will and fighting spirit, could arouse your admiration. 

You like others to resist you. But your relationship can only bloom with mutual 

understanding of each other's motivations. 
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HUMPHREY  

 

 

You are warm-hearted and driven by an ideal of good-heartedness and gentleness. You 

have a permanent desire for fellow feeling and understanding. You are sociable and 

strongly attached to those around you. You are also extremely receptive to gestures of 

tenderness (or protection). You are rather a dreamer, which often gives you feelings of 

nostalgia for the past and makes you sensitive to a certain poetry. The ideal partner for 

you will above all else have great qualities of the heart. She will be gentle and tender, 

and have her mind set on making a happy home and family. She will make sure your 

surroundings are a source of harmony and security. You are quite likely to find 

happiness in married life, and family will occupy the first rank on your priority list. 

Your sensitiveness is far superior to that of most men. You depend a lot on your 

emotions, your feelings and your imagination. You are more or less liberated from your 

mother's hold over you (which might have been excessive), and can hardly resist 

women who know how to play you (need for tenderness, for "warmth" ...). Beware not 

to project your mother / son relationship onto other relationships. You need to make an 

effort of objectiveness and analyze your feelings in order to avoid weakening 

relationships. However, don't let this prevent you from choosing a tender and loving 

woman for a partner. 

We find here a tolerant and optimistic spirit, and on the whole, a certain richness of the 

heart. The pursuit of pleasure can appear in you as a form of philosophy of joy, with the 

likely excesses that come with that type of theories ... Emotionally, you like to "replay" 

myths and your ears are still ringing with stories of valiant knights and noble damsels! 

You are particularly sensitive to people who seem extraordinary to you either through 

their beauty, their wits, or the civilization, art or region they represent in your eyes. One 

thing is for sure: many horizons will be open to love ... 

In your personality, reason is trying to master feelings. In romance, you are afraid to 

expose yourself, and you don't like to make a show of your private life. You are modest, 

charitable and devoted to others. You would be totally fulfilled with an affectionate, 

simple, gentle and discrete partner. That is why your union will mostly be reasonable, 

in compliance with your desire for purity. In order for your feelings to unfold, it will be 

necessary for your partner to maintain a climate of intimacy. In some cases, there is a 

link between love and your professional circle. 
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SSeeccoonndd  PPaarrtt  
  

    SSuunn  aanndd  MMoooonn      
 

The positions of the Sun and the Moon in the relationship chart give 
us information about the real motivations of your relationship,its reason for 

being and its profound evolution. 

The Moon more specifically indicates the quality of feelings and emotions. 
Make sure you read these texts carefully because 

they alone already indicate the quality of the relationship. 
Favourable positions here will significantly soften any difficutly 

present elsewhere in the chart. 
 

 
 

An exchange with these characteristics seems to be very favourable to shared 

enthusiasm and freedom of expression of both partners. You could show a great interest 

in everything related to leisure, the world of children, playful mindset (shows, humour, 

speculation) or pure artistic creation.In business, this combination can prove to be 

extremely positive, provided each of you has enough freedom of action and you are 

able to unify and structure this creative potential. On the whole, you are in for excellent 

moments, either in your activity or through some shared hobby, or on vacation together 

... Emotionally, a powerful feeling could spring forth, but it would materialize in a 

creation or ambition in common (the artist and the Muse, desire of a child, etc.). With 

excellent aspects, this energy promises a lot of joy!  
 

Somewhere between you, there is like a moment of "relived childhood": some kind of 

natural and pleasant ingenuousness and confidence. This mode of communication 

generally tends to happen on an emotional basis, with joy and fun. In fact, depending 

on the rest of the chart, this type of relationship can go from the most classic, agreeable 

love to a titillating, fun and dynamic relationship, made of laughter, winks and a 

tender, always renewed feeling of togetherness. Whether it be marriage or free love, 

you can be sure that fun, creativity and recreational activities will hold an important 

place in your life together. You definitely have the ability to be happy! Besides, you will 

be strongly attracted to children or everything that has to do with education.  
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    VVeennuuss  aanndd  MMaarrss      
 

The positions of Venus and Mars indicate to what extent 
you are attracted to each other and it considers the relationshipon a 

physical level: 
Venus through the ability to establish a harmonious relationship, and Mars 

through the related dynamics. 
We will also analyze the balance of your relationship from a 

physical, sexual and sensual point of view  
 

 
 

Undeniably, this relationship is mainly based on a feeling of affection, probably 

expressed discreetly, or more often in an intimate setting. Without necessarily talking 

about love, you seem to share affinities regarding your way of life. We most likely find 

here a strong desire to create a stable emotional basis, to have a harmonious family life, 

maybe even the same attraction for pleasant, comfortable homes that are arranged with 

taste. Of course, this influence is favourable to living together or starting a home and 

family, if confirmed by the rest of the chart. Otherwise, it can indicate a peaceful 

friendship, or point out that you enjoy spending good times together, at either house, 

etc. ...  
 

Whether you are friends or in love with each other, you will express a good deal of your 

common strength in group activities. Maybe as part of a big collective project 

(disarmament, politics, unionism, etc.) or within a smaller associative group 

(sociocultural activities, sports coaching ...). On the whole, you will tend to live in the 

future, to project yourselves forward with strength and impulsiveness. This could cause 

some tension with people around you who would not be as energetic as you. 

Relationships that are passive, stiff or hypocritical do not suit you. But if your chart is 

too fiery, you might have more to lose from break-ups in friendship. Besides, some of 

your projects could abort because of being insufficiently prepared or unrealistic.  
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    MMeerrccuurryy  aanndd    JJuuppiitteerr      
 

Mercury and Jupiter affect the relationship on a more intellectual level. 
Mercury stands for the mind and communication, and it gives us 

information about 
the capacity to dialogue, interact and exchange that exists between you. 

Jupiter on the other hand stands for the strength of your union, everything 
that can be a positive element in the evolution of your relationship. 

 

 
 

It seems natural to you that being together or building a relationship implies certain 

obligations and necessities, whether moral or material. You are not the type to run away 

from these problems and considerations. Generally you are willing to make a lot of 

mental efforts to obtain positive and appropriate results, to the point of imposing 

specific psychological rules on yourself. Here is the major drawback: you run the risk of 

being wrapped up in the thousand-and-one details of daily life. Or you could get 

tangled up in your desire to always settle things at best without delay. Of course, it is 

important to have both feet on the ground. But for the sake of your relationship, please 

don't forget that the unexpected or fantasy and immoderation also belong in a balanced 

and growing life.  
 

You are living a harmonious relationship that allows each of you to express yourself 

freely and be loved for who you are. Your love story is simple: you appreciate each 

other, and your partner is in most cases the one you were looking for. You will express 

your affection for each other naturally, with a lot of warmth and intensity. Even in cases 

of difficulties, you are not the type to diminish your partner; honour is extremely 

important to both of you. Both of you are rather idealists and will try no matter what to 

maintain your relationship at a high level. In some cases, a common philosophical or 

religious ideal will be at the origin of your involvement with each other. In any case, 

whatever the reason may be for your being together, your relationship should be more 

than satisfactory. Family life also is under favourable auspices, and your children 

should fully meet your expectations. You are also likely to share an interest for leisure, 

healthy pleasures, entertainement and art.  
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    SSaattuurrnn  aanndd  UUrraannuuss      
 

We will finish here with the study of Saturn and Uranus.They point out 
the areas where your relationship could have some difficulty, insecurity or 

even blocks and limitations. 
Saturn indicates the areas of the relationship that might need 

structuring or that are rigid. 
Uranus, as a planet of independence and freedom, indicates 

the degree of sociability of your couple. It also gives information 
about your friendships and the areas in which you are likely to cooperate. 

 

 
 

You have very few projects, hopes and desires, but they are essential to you. One of you 

could turn out to be fairly shy or unassuming, and thereby delay the coming to the 

surface of friendly or intimate feelings between you. In romance, it would be good if 

you managed to express your desires freely, particularly in sexuality where there might 

be some problems.Usually, you will try to preserve moments of solitude or silence and 

peace away from your friends. Unless we are dealing here with a real misanthropist, 

because of a very rigid morality, you will keep a few friendships going. However, you 

are looking more for quality than quantity in that area of your life. You prefer mature or 

older people, whom you consider less superficial and unstable.  
 

You will find it somewhat difficult to moderate the expression of your individualities. 

But your respect for the other as an individual needs to be stronger and has to come 

before your frenzied need for independence. Your union might have started under 

special circumstances and be based on mutual freedom (free love, sometimes). It can 

only be satisfactory if it brings understanding, friendship and cooperation between you, 

as well as a strong intellectual communion. Together, you could work on something 

new, different and nonconformist. You have access to very varied circles through your 

originality, contacts and connections, which are out of the ordinary (famous or 

exceptional people ...). However, keep in mind that any attempt to restrict the other's 

freedom of action will automatically cause the end of the relationship, in a very abrupt 

and final way!  

 


